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E ditorial Desk
There is nothing in a caterpillar that tells you it will be a
butterﬂy. What we are and what we have been has no bearing
on what we can be. Very few have realised the wealth of
sympathy, kindness and generosity hidden in the soul of a
child. The effort of every educator should be to unlock the
treasure and Edify School is an excellent example where
everyone strives indefatigably for this. This institution has
been nurturing the young minds of the town for the past
three years with the belief that “The heart of education is the education of the
heart”.
Another cherished school year has passed, and as we go down memory lane, we
realise that we have discovered much more of ourselves than we had ever known.
As we live on and tend to have a ﬂair for whatever we do, genuine creativity
satisﬁes the demanding challenges of the modern world....... and yet we yearn for
more.
This magazine is a by-product of the labour put in by hundreds of creative Ediﬁers
- every drawing reﬂects the strained eyes and careful hands of its young artist;
every story the ingenious ideas of its author's mind and the effort taken to draw
concentration to its reader-makes us hungry to read more and keep us engaged.
Budding artists, writers in the making, upcoming poets of tomorrow have eagerly
contributed to make the reading more pleasurable.
It is even seen as a forum for many young Ediﬁers to express their ideas and serve
as a launch pad for potential journalists, writers and artists. We acknowledge our
gratitude to the students and teachers for infusing life into these pages with their
thought provoking articles, poems, drawings and paintings. We also acknowledge
the help rendered by the computer department. We are grateful to all who have
contributed towards making this magazine a spectacular success. Good luck and
may you derive as much pleasure reading this magazine as we did in bringing out
this issue of 'NEW ERA'.
P. Praneeth
Director

Design & Concept
Mr O. Latheef

Feedback / Suggestions
mail to: info@edifyschooltirupati.com

M essage from the
Principal
Dear students, schooling is our ﬁrst contact with the world, a
period of joy, healthy competition, fearing, adjustment,
sharing and love. It is not the wide open spaces, classrooms,
the library, laboratories or the large ﬁelds that make the school.
It is in the heart of the students and staff that the true
institution exists.
We look back with wonder, joy, and pride at the year gone by,
we have learnt a lot, sharing and growing together. It has been an amazing
journey and we thank the parents for being with us. We, at 'The Edify School',
strive to make the child a conﬁdent and self-reliant individual. Learning is a
continuous process and needs to happen both in and outside the school. Thus
both the school and parents have an important role to play in shaping the future
of the child.
Every parent in the world wants to provide best education for their children. And
one of the most important decisions that any family makes is the school they
choose for their child's education. At Edify School we provide the education that
develops “Character”, “Competence” and “Content” in every child.
In this pursuit of excellence, I appreciate our parent fraternity for supporting the
school in every aspect. I would exhort the students to be always modest, humble
and disciplined, while being ready to expand the horizons of their knowledge and
skills by dreaming big and working hard.
S. Satya Lakshmi
Principal
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Late Dr. P. Mohan Rao
Founder
Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions
“To be An Outstanding Institution of Excellence Ever in Pursuit of Newer Horizons
To Build Self Reliant Global Citizens Through Assured Quality Educational Programmes”

Rayalaseema region.

as inspired us to lead SPEI into the

s & Technology
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What is 3C?
.

, purposefulness, observation,
reasoning and logic.
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C over Page Story
“It does not require money, to live neat,
clean and digniﬁed..” — Mahatma Gandhi.
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is started by the
government to make India a completely clean
India. Clean India was a dream seen by the
Mahatma Gandhi regarding which he said that,
“Sanitation is more important than
Independence”. For a sustainable tomorrow,
the need of the hour is to embed the habit of
cleanliness in our behaviour. This is a
programme for schools, colleges and communities
towards cleaner and greener cities. It ensures that the students and youth who are the decision makers
of tomorrow, become champions of greenery and cleanliness. They lead by example to make their city
healthy and green. The aim is to increase the city's green cover and micro manage waste for institutions
by instilling behavioural changes in children, young students and professional.
Students, youth and professionals are made aware of the need of waste management and the
importance of the urban green cover by introducing them to basics of tree plantation and decentralized
solid waste management in the institution. This is done through periodical workshops focused on the
Scientiﬁc planting of trees, Tree mapping around school, Waste segregation, Composting and
Recycling.
This mission has to be completed by 150th birth anniversary of Bapu (2nd October of 2019) in next ﬁve
years (from the launch date). The aim of the mission is to cover all the rural and urban areas of the
country to present this country as an ideal country before the world. The mission has targeted aims like
eliminating the open defecation, converting insanitary toilets into pour ﬂush toilets, eradicating manual
scavenging, complete disposal and reuse of solid and liquid wastes, bringing behavioural changes to
people and motivate health practices, spreading cleanliness awareness among people, strengthening
the cleanliness systems in the urban and rural areas as well as creating user friendly environment for all
private sectors interested for investing in India for cleanliness maintenance.
This mission has an interesting theme of inviting nine new people by each and every involved people in
the campaign and continuing this chain until the each and every citizen of India gets involved in this
campaign.
Need of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
Swachh Bharat mission is very necessary to run continuously in India until it gets its goal. It is very
essential for the people in India to really get the feeling of physical, mental, social and intellectual
wellbeing. It is to make living status advance in India in real means which can be started by bringing all
over cleanliness.
• It is really very essential to eliminate the open defecation in India as well as making available
toilets facility to everyone.
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• It is needed in India to convert the insanitary toilets into ﬂushing toilets.
• It is necessary in order to eradicate the manual scavenging system.
• It is to implement the proper waste management through the scientiﬁc processes, hygienic
disposal, reuse, and recycling of the municipal solid wastes.
• It is to bring behavioral changes among Indian people regarding maintenance of personal
hygiene and practice of healthy sanitation methods.
• It is to create global awareness among common public living in rural areas and link it to the
public health.
• It is to support working bodies to design,
execute and operate the waste disposal
systems locally.
• It is to bring private-sector participation to
develop sanitary facilities all through the
India.
• It is to make India a clean and green India.
• It is necessary to improve the quality of life
of people in rural areas.
• It is to bring sustainable sanitation practices by
motivating communities and Panchayati Raj Institutions through the awareness programmes
like health education.
• It is to bring the dream of Bapu to really come true.
What is needed in India is a Japanese-style attitude towards cleanliness where everyone, no matter their
social status, learns that it is his or her duty to clean shared spaces, starting in elementary school.
We can say swachh bharat abhiyan, a nice welcome step to the clean and green India till 2019. As we all
heard about the most famous proverb that “Cleanliness is Next to Godliness”, we can say surely that
clean India campaign (swachh bharat abhiyan) will really bring godliness all over the country in few
years if it is followed by the people of India in effective manner. So, the cleanliness activities to warm
welcome the godliness have been started but do not need to be ended if we really want godliness in our
lives forever. A healthy country and a healthy society need its citizens to be healthy and clean in every
walk of life.
So we the team of Edify request our community to remain contributing yourself for the Swatch
Bharath.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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P ractical Advice in an Impractical Society
Have children changed?
“Kids have changed.” We have heard this statement
repeatedly from educators, parents, and the media.
However, in reality, kids haven't changed; society has
changed. These changes have transformed the way our
children play, interact, and learn. Fluctuations in social and
educational norms have created issues beyond poor
behaviour in children. We have raised a generation of
socially, cognitively, and physically underdeveloped
children, leaving parents and teachers struggling to ﬁnd
solutions.
The social concerns that must be addressed to help our children have three primary causes: abuse of
technology, aversion to risk, and a decline in physical activity.
1. Abuse of Technology: We learn through a cultural lens. Learning takes place through interactions with
others. Children, therefore, must interact with other people and the environment around them in order to
grow and develop into productive citizens. However, because of technology they are increasingly isolated
from the world outside, relying on video games and TV to provide them with their social rules and norms.
2. Risk-Aversion: Risk taking is limited or non-existent when you are not interacting with others. They have
little free time to just be kids and the free time they have is often spent in front of the TV or computer.
Reading out loud means you are opening yourself to possibly be ridiculed or embarrassed. Children who
never risk being vulnerable have a difﬁcult time becoming ﬂuent readers.
3. Physical Inactivity: Adults ride to work in cars, sit at desks, watch TV, play video games, and socialize on
the computer. Infants spend up to four hours per day in car seats, carriers, baby backpacks, bouncy seats,
and infant swings. Because of this, they do not develop the muscles needed to crawl, which help with later
visual perception skills, and the spatial awareness needed to copy notes off the board or read ﬂuently.
Providing the Antidote
What can we do as educators and parents to ensure that children are provided with the proper tools to
succeed in today's society against these odds?
1. Provide Space and Time for Physical Activity: Children need plenty of time and space to exercise their
large muscles in order to be successful in school. Movement increases the blood ﬂow that carries important
nutrients to the brain. Physical movement also provides opportunities to develop important “cross-lateral”
skills: the ability to coordinate movements crossing the midline of
the body. Every time the midline is crossed, a window is opened
in the brain creating new connections and enhancing cognition.
Activities that cross the midline help facilitate reading
development. Playing games also encourages social
development. When children participate in sports they learn
how to work on a team, compromise, lose gracefully, and offer
encouragement and empathy to others.
Movement is the catalyst for cognition
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2. Provide an Environment that Fosters Curiosity: A
disposition for curiosity is the common characteristic
found in inventors, scientists, explorers, and
entrepreneurs. They are all creative people with a strong
sense of wonder who are not afraid to take a risk. Steve
Jobs, John Glenn, Bill Gates, and Thomas Edison, all
innovative and resourceful people, who wondered what
would happen if. . . . Curiosity is what education is about.
Experience is the best teacher
Unfortunately, for many children, their developing
sense of wonder is constricted by overly structured
programs and testing in school.
An appropriate environment is crucial in fostering curiosity and wonder. Children should be allowed to
explore, experience risk-taking, and create without the fear of ridicule or being hurt. As parents and
teachers we can set up the environment to encourage wonder and creativity.
The more a child is allowed to experience the thrill of exploring and experimenting, the more their
disposition for curiosity and their love of learning will increase.
3. Bring Back the Arts! We believe that the academic subjects are the most important to prepare
children for the job market. However, we cannot predict what the job market will be like 20 years from
now due to the fact that our world is changing so fast. It is
of vital importance that children develop the ability to
innovate, create, and adapt to future changes. Subjects
such as music, art, and dancing allow children to be
creative, take risks, and express themselves in
innovative ways.
It is a myth that not everyone is creative. Each child has
the potential for creativity unless it is educated out of
The vital connection between mind and body
them.
must be nurtured in early childhood.
The Importance of Risk Taking
Why should we want children to be risk-takers? When
children take risks, it builds resilience, develops an inner self-esteem, improves reading skills, and
prepares them for their future. As an adult, risk-taking is an inevitable part of life. We need to be willing
to take risks to speak in front of a group of people, attend a job interview , or join a new club. When we
over-protect or criticize children in a personal way, we knock the capacity to risk out of them. If you are
not prepared to make a mistake, you will never take a chance, experiment, or try something new. As
parents and teachers we only want the best for our children. We want to ensure that they have the skills
needed to succeed as an adult. In order to help children become productive adults we must allow
children to engage in activities that are age and developmentally appropriate. The best education we
can provide our children is experience let them experience the world around them. We must allow
children to be creative and take risks if we want them to grow into productive, well developed citizens.

Mrs. S.V. Bharathi
Co-ordinator, Pre-Primary
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T he Absolute Secret of Success
“Talent creates opportunities, but hard work creates both talent and opportunities.”
We do not come across success just by hoping for it. To achieve true success, we need the strength of
mind and body to struggle and work hard to reach our fullest potential. We need the right attitude, selfdiscipline and the ability to put our goal before our own needs, if we are really driven towards reaching
success. There is, after all no substitute for hard work, and as Henry Ford says, “The harder you work, the
luckier you get” – the more successful you get!
How do we overcome success?
Intense hard work along with great skills shall help us
win one success after another. There shall be
innumerable obstacles strewn in our path towards
success, however, what makes a man truly worthy of
the success that he attains is the ability to keep
struggling until he can reach his goal. Giving up after
a few failed attempts makes us a loser.
A truly successful man will keep trying and keep
struggling until he perfects his art. Thomas Edison
failed approximately 10,000 times while he was working on the light bulb and yet he never dreamed of
giving up – this is the hard work and the determination that marks a true success. Indeed, success is not
measured by the position that we are in, today but the amount of hard work we put in and the number of
obstacles that we overcome to reach our goal.
Why work hard, if there are shortcuts?
The good thing about working hard is, that for people who are driven towards their goal can enjoy their
hard work and consequently, the work does not seem unduly gruelling to them. When we begin to work
hard towards achieving success, make sure to work smartly too. An intelligent working technique, along
with relentless effort will go a long way in helping us achieve the success that we always desired.
Nothing in this world comes easily, least of all, success. Take the example of Abraham Lincoln who
worked hard, without ever getting disappointed of his countless failures, from the age of 21 till the age
of 52, when he went on to become the President of the US. Again, it took Noah Webster 36 years to
compile his Webster's Dictionary. Where would we be today if he had not put in those countless hours of
hard work behind his grand contribution to the English language?
Therefore, we need to remember that there are no short cuts to success. Hard work, complimented with
an intense desire to struggle and to achieve success is the only sure shot way of reaching success that we
have always wanted.
B.Elizabeth Sugila
Secondary English Faculty
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A wakening the Senses
Connecting Children to the Wonder of Nature
Edify children are fortunate to enjoy sensory experiences with a delight seldom matched by adults. Early
childhood educators emphasize that “young children learn with their whole body” to make it possible, here the
teachers are planning opportunities for sensory exploration intentionally, both indoors and out. Thinking of each
of the senses and then planning experiences for each season of the year which awakens the sensory joy. Each child
is provided with lots of interesting learning experiences.
As a child's ﬁrst teacher, a preschool teacher has many important concepts to teach including how to use the ﬁve
senses to learn about the world. This concept called "sensory development" is taught in simple aspects that we
use things which are found around us.
The sense of touch
Children can become more familiar with their sense of touch by
playing with materials like homemade or store bought modelling
dough, clay, water, sand, uncooked rice and gelatin.
One game that teacher can play is to take an empty pillowcase and
place familiar objects inside. This helps the children try to guess what
the objects are. This game can be varied by using seasonal/holiday
items in the bag or by using items with a theme such as shapes or
animals.
Sense of The sight assists the children to focus on their sense of sight
by placing four or ﬁve familiar objects on a tray. Children are given
one minute to look at all of the items and then cover the tray and are
asked to share what they have seen on the tray. As children get used
to this game, they will begin to focus more on the objects so that they are able to share when the tray is covered
again.
The sense of taste
Succours to identify foods by taste with this activity. They need to gather up different foods (like peanut butter,
banana, raisins, etc.) and have their friends covered with their eyes to taste each one. After they taste a food, they
need to guess with what they have tasted. This reacts in a miraculous manner where the children describes the
different tastes that they have tasted such as sour, salty, sweet, fruity, etc. by understanding the meaning of the
words.
The sense of smell
Aids to learn to identify foods and other household items by smell. This is done by gathering a variety of items
with different odours such as lemon, pickles, ﬂowers, grass, soap, etc. This is executed by covering children's eyes
and made to smell each thing to have a guess what it was.
The sense of hearing
Supports to develop a sense of hearing and listening by helping the children to listen to objects and animals. They
are made to cut pictures of animals and everyday household items, out of magazines and glue the pictures on
paper. Then they need to use a tape recorder to record the sounds of these objects and animals which really
encourages the children to point out the appropriate picture as each sound is played.
Conclusion:-As children look for leaves and bugs, sniff ﬂowers and fruits, and listen for birds or the patter of rain,
they are enriching their sensory awareness and attunement to nature and the environment. We take the Role to
act as a guide to expand a child's sense of delight and provide vocabulary to describe what the children are
experiencing as a child's awareness of the world grows, his / her love of nature increases.

Thusharika A.P
IK – II Homeroom Teacher
www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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ASSEMBLY PRESENTATIONS
An assembly is when the school community, or a part of it, meets together to share aspects of life that
are of worth. It acts as a medium for communicating matters of signiﬁcance from one generation to
another. In England, an act of collective worship is usually held as part of an assembly as it has been a
legal requirement since the 1944 Education Act.
It is very helpful in developing a community spirit among the students. They get occasions to see, feel
and know the school as an organised group. An average student remaining in his class does not
appreciate his relationship to the school as a whole. Every child must become a full-ﬂedged citizen of the
school. In a school assembly, the students are told about the traditions, rides and ideals of the school. To
be socially efﬁcient, every child must know how to sit in a gathering. Social etiquette demands that
children must listen to the speakers with courtesy and patience. When and how to applaud is another
quality that must be developed. The school assembly trains the students in this art. Prizes to the students
for outstanding accomplishments of any nature, curricular or co-curricular should be given before the
entire school. This action will motivate other students to perform outstanding accomplishments. It gives
training to a large number of students in effective appearance and expression before the critical
audience.
Our assemblies, which include our Acts of Worship [the legal obligation], are an important feature of our
school's life. They act as one of the main ways by which we create our positive reﬂective ethos and
promote our values-based education. Pupils are very aware that all staff, by their positive attitude,
involve themselves in assemblies, acting as role models for the pupils to emulate. Assemblies contain
times of quiet reﬂection that enable pupils to develop the deepest values and aspirations of the human
spirit.
Our assemblies help the kids to cultivate in these ways as given below:
•
To make the students or group of students come forward and present a drama, skit, debate, or
declamation on a theme or topic of common interest. This in turn will help them gain selfconﬁdence, connecting better with their peers and feel a sense of fulﬁlment at having presented
something of quality.
•
To express and reinforce the code of conduct expected both from teachers and students.
•
To give a platform to almost everyone to share a common concern pertaining to the particular
school or even a larger community.
•
To make the students and teachers understand the philosophy of the school and to live by it.
•
And to instil a feeling of communion.

International Yoga Day
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Constitutional Day

Father's Day

Awareness Of First Aid

Awareness Of Hand Wash
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School Events
Matrubasha Day Observance

Road Safety Week Awareness

Science Week Observance

Gandhi Jayanthi & Swachh Bharat Pledge
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International Music Day Observance

Save Girl Child Awareness

Vigilence Week Observance

Ganit Week Observance

National Voters Day Observance

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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School Events

S

tudent Council Elections and Investiture Ceremony

Owning up responsibility of moulding the citizens of the futuristic world, we aim at creating
the foothold for the leader of tomorrow. Leadership is imbibed and inculcated through
experience and every little situation that calls for problem- solving techniques and the
remediation measures adopted go a long way in the young leader carving a niche for him /
her.
The election campaign was held on 4th July 2015 with great involvement and enthusiasm by
Vishwa of Ventus house, Mukesh of Ignis house and Lokesh of Terra house. And the election
polling booth was held on 8th July 2015 were the children showed their sincerity and loyalty
by giving their votes to their preferred candidates for the wellness of the school.
Master Lokesh of Grade X was elected as the Head Boy and Kumari. Rukmini of Grade
X was elected as the Head Girl of the School.
The house Captain, Vice-Captain, Cultural Captain and Vice-Captain and sports captain were elected as per their performance.
This helped the students and teachers to understand the philosophy of the school and to live by it. And it even helped to instil a
feeling of communion.

Student council Members
S. No.
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Category

Captain

Vice-Captain

Rithik

Jahnavi

1.

Ventus House

2.

Terra House

Nishitha

Ritheesha Priya

3.

Aqua House

Kyathish

Lakshya Jain

4.

Ignis House

Sai Keerthi

Harshitha

5.

Cultural & Co-Curricular

Sameera

Mohitha

6.

Sports & Extra Curriculum

Sreeman

Hemani
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M ock Parliament
“Mock Parliament is a great learning
experience. You get to know how the
parliament system works and you
understand the correct usage of language
as well.”
To commemorate the 125th birth
anniversary of Dr.Ambedkar and to
improve the debating skills of students,
the Central Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) has asked all afﬁliated schools to
conduct mock parliament in schools.
The future leaders of our school participated in the mock Parliament, an exercise meant to create awareness
among them about the functioning of the top legislative body in the country.
They enacted the role of the ruling as well as opposition party MPs besides
that of Ministers and the Speaker.
Most aspects related with the functioning of Parliament were covered during
the mock session. Discussion on various issues, the Question Hour and even
voting on Bills were the highlight of the show. The “session” was conducted
the same way the Lok Sabha does its business. The ruling party spoke for the
motion and the opposition spoke against the use of social media.
The issues highlighted during the Mock Parliament session were 'Farmer
Suicide', 'Border Security', 'Reservation', 'State Issues' , 'Railways' , 'Drinking
Water', 'Terrorism' and 'Consumer Rights'.
“The Social Studies department which organised the mock session, paid special attention to the role of the
Opposition which is very important in a democracy like ours. We can claim that our students are now
familiar with different functions of Parliament. Being a part of the mock parliament enhances debating
abilities our young leaders amazed the audience with their debating competence.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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S

17

upernatural Science Exhibition
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School Events

M anifesting Maths Exhibition
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E

NVIRONMENT CLUB INAUGURATION:

The Environment Club aims at providing
environmental education that sensitizes students
towards environmental issues and encourages them
to preserve the same.
We know that we are an integral part of the
Environment we live in and the solution to many
environmental problems lie in our attitude towards
environment.
The best way to bring about a change in this attitude
in society is through children. Here comes the role of
Environmental Clubs that plays a very important role
in creating environmental awareness amongst the
future generation.
In view of this passion and zeal for keeping environment clean and to develop the qualities of leadership,
self-reliance and team work among the students.
Students work under this GREEN CLUB ….'Environment CLUB' which has its own motives for introducing
to the students:
Ÿ Encouraging students to keep environment clean.
Ÿ Sensitize the students to minimize the use of polluting products.
Ÿ To motivate students to work in an environment friendly manner which includes use of LPG, paper
bag, Gas pipe line, save electricity.
Ÿ To make children understand the importance of environment and its problem areas.
Ÿ To involve children in action based programmes related to various problems prevailing in their
surroundings.
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I

NAUGURATION OF ENGLISH CLUB:

The world has been reduced to a global village and so the teaching of the English language and the
development of the communication skills of speaking, reading, writing and listening are considered of
utmost importance. To equip them to be competent in the global community is our aim. English is a
concrete realization of the zeal, enthusiasm and ﬂair for English among the student fraternity.
The English Club was inaugurated by the Principal Srimati.Satya Lakshmi Garu on 23rd December 2015.
The celebration popped up in an ostentatious manner with the events like choreography on Collective
Noun, Group Song on Figures Of Speech, Skit on The Importance of English the Universal Language
performed by the club members. The English H.O.D Mr.Sandeep delivered a special speech on the origin
of the universal languages and its glory. The Principal presented the badges for the Club members and
Spoken English Monitors who would ensure that the students converse only in English inside the school
campus. Throughout the inaugural activities students understood how important English is and how the
knowledge of English helps them in making their dreams come true.

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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School Events
C elebrations
India is a land of fasts and festivals. These festivals are observed throughout the year with great pomp and
ceremony. Some festivals like Dussehra, Diwali and Holi are observed throughout the country and some others are
observed regionally. All the people, irrespective of their social position, observe these festivals with their families and
also socially with their friends with great enthusiasm.
The celebrations, customs and rituals of any institution reveal a great deal about its culture. How people link
their past with their present, what behaviours are reinforced, what assumptions are at work and what is valued?
Celebrations in Edify have become an integral part of joyful learning, community building and thought
provoking processes. Religious festivals from across religions, national festivals and festivals related to our
environment are celebrated with great enthusiasm, fervour and pride. Children are exposed to the essence of the
festivals through stories, music, dance, food, discussions and a variety of hands-on activities and projects.

Vinyakachavathi Celebrations

Friendship Day Celebrations

Rakshabandhan Celebrations
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Teachers’ Day Celebrations

School Events
Krishnaastami Celebrations

Christmas Celebrations

Diwali Celebrations

Children’s Day Celebrations

www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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School Events
A NNUAL SPORTS MEET OF 2015-2016
Edify School, Tirupati conducted its Annual Sports Meet on 30th December, 2015. Smt P.Sulochana Garu
the chairperson of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions has graced the occasion as the Chief guest
and Dr.Prasanth the Vice Chairman of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions as guest of honor. They
inaugurated the opening ceremony by lighting the Olympic torch and declaring the sports meet open.
The ceremony started with a prayer song. The Principal Smt S.Satya Lakshmi Garu and the Coordinator
Smt P.Jahnavi Garu felicitated the chief guests. The chief guest took a great pride in honouring the
parade. Various events were conducted and prizes were distributed by the Chief Guest.
The chief guest spoke on the importance of sports and inspired the students with her speech. The sports
meet came to an end with the snufﬁng of the Olympic torch with the national anthem.
The individual championship on annual sports meet for the academic year 2015-16 list is given below:

Student council Members
S. No.

Category & Event

Grade

Name of the Student

1.

Y.G.NITHISH ROY

Grade VI

Junior Boys, Athletics

2.

D.DHANEESHA REDDY

Grade V

Junior girls ,Athletics

3.

D.SREEMAN REDDY

Grade IX

Senior boys, Athletics

4.

M.HEMANI

GRADE VIII

Senior Girls, Athletics

5.

M.MUKESH

GRADE X

Overall best Athlete

6.

B.SAI KEERTHI

GRADE X

Overall best Athlete

The overall team championship in sports category has
been awarded to AQUA HOUSE
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School Events
A nnual Day Celebrations
Edify celebrated its ﬁrst Annual Day Function on Saturday, 8th
January, 2016 at Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions open
theatre. The Guests of honour were Srimati Satya Lakshmi Garu
the Principal of Edify, Dr.Ranganaykulu Garu the Academic
director of Sri Padmavathi Educational Institutions, Dr.P.
Prasanth the Vice Chairman of Sri Padmavathi Educational
Institutions, Sri P.Praneeth Garu the Director of Edify School,
Srimati P.Sulochana Garu the Chairperson of Sri Padmavathi
Educational Institutions, Sri K.Srinivasan Garu the Regional
Ofﬁcer of CBSE, Chennai, Srimati. Sugunamma Garu the member
of Legislative Assembly, Tirupati, the Chief Guest Professor Sri B.
Suresh Garu the Vice Chancellor of J.S.S. University, Mysore, and President of Pharmacy Council of India,
New Delhi graced the occasion with their presence. The esteemed guests of honour and the Chief Guest
delivered their valuable speeches. Prize Distribution ceremony was next in line. The Prize distribution for
Individual Champions, External Achievement champions and Rolling Shield of the year followed soon
thereafter. All the distinguished guests handed over the trophies to the winners and blessed them.
Following this was the remarkable cultural performances performed by Ediﬁers under the tutelage of the
Group Activity Teachers and Edify Teachers. Sizzling dances, Meaningful Mimes, Signiﬁcant Instrumental
Music's and Songs were the absolute enlivening performance of the day which was an apple of an eye.
The hallmark of the function was the 'Mime’ presented by the Environmental Club Members and ‘The
Shadow Play'.
The students left the arena with an energized feel, overwhelming happiness and with smiles on their
faces after this exhilarating evening.

Achievers of Academic Excellence Awards
S.No.
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Name of the Student

Grade

1

ARISHA AGARWAL

Grade I

2

SHREYAN.E

Grade II

3

A.CHAANVASRI

Grade III

4

VASUPRADHA SANDEEP

Grade IV

5

SPARSH AGARWAL

Grade V

6

RISHITHA.S

Grade VI

7

LOHITH VARMA

Grade VII

8

HEMANTH RAJ

Grade VIII

9

I.SAMEERA

Grade IX

10

A.MOHITA REDDY

Grade IX

11

A.NISHITHA

Grade X

12

S.RUKMINI

Grade X

13

B.SAI KIRTHI

Grade X

14

M.RITHIK

Grade X

15

P.SANDEEP

Grade X
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School Events
F
A arewell Day Celebrations
A farewell program was organised for the outgoing batch of Grade X on 25th February 2016, in the
school auditorium. Students reminisced their fun-ﬁlled days in school. The event also saw a cultural
program by the students and the whole event was managed by Grade IX students. It was an incredible
evening hosted and organised by Grade IX students, to bid farewell for Grade X students. It was a day of
mixed feelings for both the students and the school staff. Happiness for completing the school journey
and ready to conquer the world but heartache for leaving their beloved school was much evident from
the students' faces. The program started with an address by Director Mr.P.Praneeth then by the Principal
followed by the speech of Academic co-ordinator. The outgoing batch expressed their spirits on this
occasion. Gleaming with pride and joy, in their colourful attire, the students enjoyed the celebration and
the dance party immensely.
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S
A tudent’s individual Achievements in Various External Events
Sri Darshini of IK I Orchids had won the Record Title
“Map Prodigy” and “Little Genius” under the Record
Category ‘Young Achievers’ at the age of three in the
Wonder Book of Records, International and Genius
Book of Records. Her achievements are:
Ÿ had pointed more than 100 countries in the world
map
Ÿ had pointed out six continents in the world map
Ÿ had recited Slokas and Jana Gana Mana
Ÿ had solved puzzles in Android
Ÿ memory games
Ÿ picture assembling

Hansini Reddy of Grade II had won the Record Title
“Falling Leaves” and “Stunning Kid” under the Record
Category Young achievers in the Wonder Book of
Records, International and Genius Book of Records
for her achievements in:
Ÿ Collection of 257 different kinds of leaves on
remembrance of Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam Ji
(Missile Man) who was 83 years old, on
commemoration of 69th Independence Day for
India and on tribute of blessed Mother Teresa's
105thbirthday belonging to Calcutta.
Ÿ Leaf rubbing activity done on A4 sheets using 257
different varieties of leaves.

Midhun.G of Grade IV had received:
st
Ÿ “Best All rounder Award” in 1 KCAFIDE rated Open Chess
Tournament with an International ranking 1175.
Ÿ “Overall Championship Trophy”
st
Ÿ 1 in the under – 14 category Chess Tournament at Chittoor, District
level.
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S
A tudent’s individual Achievements in Various External Events
R.SHOBITHA of GRADE IX has received Best all rounder Award in 1st KCA FIDE rated Open
chess tournament with an International ranking 1190. She participated in chess tournament at
SGFI, Chittoor District Level held on 8th September,2015. She bagged 1st place in under -14
category Chess Tournament At Chittoor District Level on 20th September.
Ÿ She also participated in CBSE South Zone Chess Tournament at CBSE South Zone Level
held at Hyderabad, Telangana. She secured 3rd place in chess tournament at SGFI, State
Level, held at Tadepalligudem ,West Godavari Dist.
st
Ÿ In the Under -17 and Under -15 category she was awarded with 1 place at Chittoor
District Level, chess Tournament.
st
Ÿ Going further, she got selected for SGFI Under-17 category , 61 A.P.school Games
Federation National Level competition which was held at Donbosco Academy Nalgonda
District , Telangana.

P.BHARATH KUMAR of Grade VII Stalwarts
st
has received Best all rounder Award in 1
KCA FIDE rated Open chess tournament with
an International ranking 1185.

R.NAVASHAKTHI of GRADE VIII Mavericks
Ÿ Bagged gold medal in karate – Ind kata Event, Team kata Event ,Team kumite
Event in Black belt under -12 category at A.P.State Level Open Karate –Do
Championship -2015 held at Siva Gardens, Nandyal on 29th November.
Ÿ Bagged bronze medal in Karate- Ind Kumite Event in Black belt under -12
category at A.P.State Level Open Karate –Do Championship -2015 held at Siva
Gardens, Nandyal on 29thNovember.

District Level Chess Championship
Students have participated in District Level Championship held by
Federation of Chittoor Dist. Chess Association and have secured various
prizes.

List of Students who have secured Prizes
S. No.

Name of the Student

Grade

Category & Event

Place Secured

Skating
G.SHASHI TEJU of GRADE V participated in SGFI
AP state road event in Under-11 category and
secured 3rd place. She bagged 1st place in chess
tournament Under-12 category at chittoor
district level.

nd

1.

Rishith

III

Under 8

2

2.

Navashakti

VIII

Under 12

1st

3.

Hasini P

VI

Under 13

3rd

4.

Shobihta R

X

Under 14

1st
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C
A BSE Nationals Chess
Edify school chess team stood in 9th position in the CBSE south
zone held in Delhi public school Hyderabad and we are so
proud that Edify was the one and only school to be in top 10
from Andhra Pradesh & Telangana. All the other school were
from TamilNadu.

Swimming Nationals
Vihary, G.L.Mounish, Bhargav Santhosh, Hemanth, Nithish Royal.Y, and Sreemaan have been selected for
the Natioanls in swimming conducted by Modern Pentatholon Association, held at Ongole. The National
level competitions are yet to be conducted.
Participation at Edilit in various aspects:
Edilit competition was held at Edify School E City Bengaluru on 24th & 25th July 2015. It was a real
pleasure to see our "Ediﬁers" who participated in the overabundance of events. With the same vigour
and enthusiasm, the Inter Edify Schools literature Fest organised by the Edify School E City Bengaluru
had events like Inter School Event, Literature, Competition, Debate, Essay Writing For MDN Edify
Education Schools.
It provided a platform for the students to showcase talents, reward abilities and encouraged the children
to come out of their shell and have fun learning among the MDN Edify Schools. It tapped and unfolded
the hidden talents of the students that helped them to identify their areas of interest. It paved way to
pursue leisure activities that ultimately guided the students to attain new career vistas fostering holistic
development. It also inculcated the values of healthy competitive spirit among themselves to set new
quality targets thereby increasing global acceptance.
The students performed conﬁdently in a familiar ambiance, judged by their own school staff and
performed in presence of known audience. This state's clearly that enough opportunities were
provided to bring out the students from their comfort zone and encourage them to race towards global
acceptance.
We have succeeded in various aspects as
given below:
¡ The Most Participative School with 39
participants in the most number of
events.
¡ The Best Cheering School with innovative
cheering slogans done during and for the
other events without being troublesome.
¡ We have bagged the Overall
Championship trophy by securing 5
Mementoes, 20 trophies, 22 Gold Medals,
and 7 Silver medals.
¡ Last but not the least the champion
school of Edilit was won by Edify School,
Tirupati Champions by winning the
highest number of points.
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EA DIFEST
Participation at Edifest in various features:
Edifest competition was held at Edify School Hyderabad on 11th & 12th
September 2015. Our school won the best cheering school with innovative
cheering slogans done during the events without being troublesome. There
were 41 participants. It's a pride for our school for securing 1 Memento, The
Most Cheerful School, 34 Gold Medals, 5 Silver Medals and 1 Bronze.

ISKON COMPETITION
Students participated in ISKON cultural fest conducted by ISKON Temple, Tirupati and the winners list
is given below:

List of Achievers
S. No.

Name of the Student

Grade

Category & Event

Place Secured

1.

Jyoshitha G

VII

Drawing & Coloring

II

2.

Nidhish C

VIII

Drawing & Coloring

III

3.

Lakshya Jain S

IX

Essay Writing

III

National Astronomy Olympiad (NAO)
Ediﬁers participated in National level NAO
Exam (National Astronomy Olympiad) and
performed well. There were nearly 1500
CBSE schools participating in the exam and
our students, Master Shreyan of Grade II
secured 34th place, A S Rishith of Grade III
secured 62nd place, M Grishma Reddy of
Grade I secured 73rd Place and Lalithya
Reddy of Grade II has secured 97th rank in
the National level.
www.edifyschooltirupati.com
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A TUDENT’S CONTRIBUTION

TEACHER
T
E
A
C
H
E
R

-

Talented
Efﬁcient
Active
Cheerful
Hardworking
Ever-loving
Respected Always

SUCCESS
S
U
C
C
E
S
S

-

Seek the Right Path
Understand
Clear your Doubts
Create Positive
Encourage Yourself
Stay on Track
Show the world, you can do it

By :
Sparsh Agarwal
Grade V Mavericks

MY IMAGINARY SCHOOL
Ÿ

My imaginary school name is Earth School. It is in wonderland. Nobody can see it. It is the world's biggest school. Our
building has 10 ﬂoors. In that minimum 450 students are there. In our Earth school library we have all the books in the
universe. In Earth school we can do anything what we can't do in real world. We can come in any dress, there is no uniform
for us. We have no timing. Whatever we want we can do it. We have 50 play grounds and 2 Stadiums. We can play with
international sports persons there. In earth school we can create anything at any time. Our school motto is “Mind without
Fear”.
A.S.Rishith

Grade III Mavericks

EDIFY LOGO
Do you know what Edify and Edify logo mean? Edify means “To educate intellectually, spiritually and morally”.
The Edify logo ‘The pencil’ means a child's ﬁrst formal writing his own tool of learning is used in the logo, symbolic
of writing his own destiny and thus of the country. Just the way a pencil is sharpened the skills of students are also
reﬁned to enable them to perform the best.

By Rishitha. E
VI Mavericks
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A TUDENT’S CONTRIBUTION

LIFE
From the time we wake up.
Till the time we sleep.
We have an eye on the watch.
It's our time tick-tock, tick-tock.
We are always in a hurry.
We are in a race against people and time.
And even racing against ourselves.
We skip everything food, meals etc...
We ignore our health.
We constantly try to climb the ladder of fame and success.
We run, leap, skip a few steps and even take two at a time.
We forget who we are and compromise on morals- For what?
So we can be at the top? Be an ace?
But life is not a race to run
Life is not a race track.

Life is to be lived and savoured.
Life is to be walked with people you love.
Living in your dreams and passions.
Revealing the gifts given to you.
Life is not being at the top but ﬁnding happiness.
Instead of ﬁlling our life's with gold or money.
It is better to ﬁll it with real treasures – love, faith, hope,
mercy, compassion and kindness.
And ﬁnally when we are reaching our end we say if I were to live
my life all over again I would do this, I would do that. But the truth
is we can't do anything.
Stop running! Start living!
Life is not a race.
But we still continue the chase
And try to be an ace.
It's time to get out of this maze.
And truly with grace.

by P. Sandeep,
Grade X – Mavericks
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ANIMALS OUR FRIENDS
Friends! Today I would like to talk about animals which are our friends and how should we take care of them. Animals are living
things like us. They eat food, play, run, sleep like us. They have their homes and maintain family. We classify them as domestic
and wild animals. Most of the domestic animals stay with us. Out of them Cow, Dog, Cat, Hen are very useful to us. A cow gives
us milk, a dog protects our house, a cat protects our food from rats and hen lays eggs for us. We have to protect them and
treat them as our friends as we are dependent on them like our family members.These animals share our happiness, sadness,
excitement like our friends and family do. They are very faithful to us in their duties towards us. As responsible citizens of this
country we must pledge to love and treat them with kindness to make them our friends.

by Y Kshitij
Grade I Titans

NATURAL RESOURCES TREE
Ÿ Natural resources means God made things.
Ÿ Natural resources are trees, water, air, sunlight and minerals etc.
Ÿ Among them trees and plants are very important to us
Ÿ They give us oxygen. People have been involved in cutting trees and forest for the need of shelter and houses etc. We
should save the nature.
Ÿ In the cites it is very difﬁcult to see plants and trees due to increasing world.
Ÿ Due to lack of trees, less rainfall occurs.
Ÿ I have collected 257 different kinds of leaves to get awareness of SAVE TREES, SAVE EARTH & PLANT A TREE.

by Hansini T
Grade III Mavericks
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ABOUT PEACOCK
Peacock is one of the most beautiful birds of the earth. It is the National bird of India. Peacock has about 200 long beautiful
features and plumes. It has a long neck which is bright indigo in color. The average longevity of a peacock is 20-25 years.

Raj Aryan
PONGAL

Grade I Mavericks

Sankranthi is called as Pongal in South India. Pongal is a harvest festival celebrated almost in all parts of India. In Andhra,
Sankranthi is celebrated for three days which are called as Bhogi, Makara Sankranthi and Kanuma. The people wear new
clothes and pray to God. They also make beautiful rangoli in front of their houses and ﬂy kites. All families prepare Chakilalu,
Gare, Appaalu, Ariselu and make an offering to God.

Lalit Krishna

Grade I Stalwarts

ANIMAL RIGHTS
People have different feelings for animals; many look upon them as companions and adopt pets, while others view animals as
means for experimental research and advancing medical methods.
Over the past ten years, the number of animals used for research and experimental purposes is increasing rapidly. This
is resulting in the decrease in the number of animals in the world, as well as some species to become extinct.
Even though humans often beneﬁt for successful animal researches and experiments, the pain, the suffering and the
deaths of these innocent and sinless animals are not worth the human beneﬁts. Just people have different feelings for
animals; many look upon them as companions and adopt pets, while others view animals as means for experimental research
and advancing medical methods.
Over the past ten years, the number of animals used for research and experimental purposes is increasing rapidly. This
is resulting in the decrease in the number of animals in the world, as well as some species to become extinct.
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Even though humans often beneﬁt for successful animal researches and experiments, the pain, the suffering and the
deaths of these innocent and sinless animals are not worth the human beneﬁts. Just because they cannot talk, it does not
mean that we can play with their lives. After all, they have feelings too, they just cannot express them through words.
Animals should have a basic moral right to treatment. As the number of hospitals are increasing, the number of animal
hospitals should increase too. For that purpose, putting up posters and spreading awareness can be done to increase the
number of veterinarians.
Another issue is that most of the people, especially children, are found annoying animals often. I suppose there
should be awareness spread among schools and colleges about the rights of animals so that the number of animals getting
annoyed and even killed, decreases.
Animals should be treated in the same way as humans. They should not be killed for the sake of us. Please Save
Animals.

By : Ritheesha
IX Mavericks

MY DAD
A best buddy – I call him dad
He consoles me when I am sad.
He makes me laugh when I go mad
And calls me a little lad.

With my dad, there's nothing I can't get
I can get anything – right from a chocolate to a lion pet
I love him and he loves me
We shall never let our hands go free.

He works for me when I'm lazy
for my happiness, he goes crazy.
When it comes to my belongings, he is choosy
He makes my life much more easy.
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Mohitha Reddy A
IX Mavericks
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My MOTHER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

My mother's name is Jyothi.
I love my mother very much.
Everyday my mother helps me in the homework.
My mother helps me to get dressed up very neatly.
She takes care of me in each and everything.
My mother and I like to read books.
My mother teaches me how to behave in classroom.
She plays with me.
She is my best friend.
She encourages me in every aspect like dance, music and sports.

aMazing
lOving
beauTiful
Honest
blEssed
fRiend
Jayatri T
Grade II Mavericks

ENGLISH – THE LANGUAGE OF THE WORLD
English is the universal language
For people like us, that's an advantage
It has parts like grammar and literature
It is formed by these, like a mixture

English is a language to enjoy
It does not have the habit to annoy
Parts of speech are noun, verb and six more
Believe me, they are not a bore

English alphabets are twenty – six
They are like a bag of tricks
To write a poem or an essay
With a message to convey

English is what we speak at school
It is delightful even though it's a rule
Now you have come to the end
Learn English well, my dear friend

By: Sameera I
Grade IX Mavericks
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EVER BEEN CURIOUS ABOUT CURIOSITY
All of us know that amongst the eight planets in our Solar system, life can exist only on Earth …. Or does it?
Only Mars and Earth revolve at the right distance to support life. But how can we be so sure that life does not exist on
Mars? Brainy scientists at NASA asked the same question. They felt life on Mars can exist as it's about the same size as Earth
and water is available there. Though the water is melted, dry ice or solid carbon dioxide (as the main gas on Mars is Co2),
microbes may thrive on Mars (its water after all). To kill the curiosity (read as cat) NASA sent a river named “Curiosity” to Mars. It
took seven minutes for Curiosity to touch Mar's surface on 6th August, 2012. Scientists involved in the mission said that the
seven minutes were the most 'nerve –wrecking' '7 minutes' of their lives.
So, what is this super coal looking rover, and what does it do?
It is a rover sent to Mars for studying whether life can be supported on Mars the evolution of its atmosphere and
analyzing the planet's surface. It is estimated to do all of this in 23 months. Curiosity has 6 wheels and a laser instrument on its
forehead. Actually, curiosity is the 2nd rover sent to Mars by NASA. Its sister rover 'Opportunity' landed ﬁrst.
NASA hopes to get some positive news about Mars soon. So do I!

Bhargavi

Grade VII Mavericks

RESPECT YOUR PARENTS
1.
2.
3.

Pencil: I am sorry.
Eraser: For what? Did you commit any mistake pencil?
Pencil: I'm sorry, whenever I make a mistake you are always there to erase it when mistakes are being erased you lose a
part of part by yourself and get smaller and smaller each time.
4.
Eraser: That's true but I don't really mind – you see, I was made to do this. I have to help you whenever you do
something wrong. Even though I know that I will be gone I am always happy with my job. So please stop worrying, I
don't like you be sad.
Moral: Our parents are like erasers, who guide us by erasing our mistakes and always try to give us a good future with their
sacriﬁces. Let us respect our parents.

Bhavya

Grade:III Mavericks
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Journey With Edify – A memorable golden period of my life …..
The most favorite place for the past 3 years of my life is “Edify”. Edify is my school- temple learning with everlasting fun and joy.
The atmosphere is slap-up with its greenery. The word Edify means to instruct, beneﬁt morally and to uplift. Hence the title is
apt for my school as it does all of it.
This school is so special for me than others .In Edify I feel like, I'm in land ﬁlled with happiness and togetherness. I
would like to name as 'Merry adventurous land 'as Edify makes me happy and adventurous, when I deal with my teachers.
Our teachers tackle us with the instructions given by Principal Mam and hence she is so benevolent and good decision
maker. Teachers in Edify are the beacons who empowered me to make the wind favorable for my journey and helped me to set
sail to reach further academically and culturally. Hence our school provided great guidance and encouragement.
'School' does not mean building, infrastructure, grounds, class rooms but it means an everlasting bandage with
teachers, friends, management and workers. This is the main motto which I have learnt in Edify. Another motto of Edify is 'Think
Beyond', hence my exaggerative or imaginative skills have increased a lot.
Our school is unique as it celebrates all festivals and observes each and every important day. Hence students get
enough knowledge about India's festivals and Important days observed. We even have Edifest, Edilit , Edisports where all
branches of Edify gathers at one place to have a round of competitions.
Our school has 4 houses named VITA [ Ventus , Ignis , Terra and Aqua].We have many inter house competitions where
students participate with loads of competitive spirit. My school follows democracy and hence conduct elections for
appointing school head boy and head girl.
My school has English club, Science club where it performs activities in order to protect our mother earth. Soon
Computer hub is going to be inaugurated. I feel so happy as I am an active member of both the clubs.
Edify has paved a way for me to improve my skills and knowledge. It showed a path for my future studies. Edify not
only concentrates on studies, it even takes sports equally to improve child's health. This school made me learn from my
mistakes. It made me learn not to become coward at difﬁcult times, instead be brave enough to reach the peak. Friends are the
most important personalities as we learn a lot from them. They are the ones, with whom we can share our feelings. Edify
provided me a huge bundle of friends as well as good foundation on education. Hence Edify is the best school which I have
ever come across. This is the last year of my schooldays. I'm going to miss my teachers, friends and school after exams. I feel
sad for it …. I don't want to miss 'Edify bond' but no other choice…..

B. Sai Kirthi
Grade X Mavericks

ALL ROADS THAT LEAD TO GOD ARE GOOD
All roads that lead to God are good.
What matters it, your faith, or mine?
Both centre at the goal divine
Of love's eternal Brotherhood.

What matters that one found his Christ
In rising sun, or burning ﬁre?
In faith within him did not tire,
His longing for the Truth sufﬁced.

The kindly life in house or street –
The life of prayer and mystic rite –
The student's search for truth and light –
These paths at one great Junction meet.

Before our modern hell was brought
To edify the modern world,
Full many a hate-ﬁlled soul was hurled
In lakes of ﬁre by its own thought.

Before the oldest book was writ,
Full many a prehistoric soul
Arrived at this unchanging goal,
Through changeless Love, that leads to it.

By: A. Likhith
Grade VI Mavericks
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My School
Today if there is any institution which exerts the greatest inﬂuence on us after the family, it is the school. The years that we
spend in school are not merely time spent in learning and ﬁlling our minds with knowledge, but also time spent in moulding
our character, acquiring various attitudes and imbibing basic principles of life. The basic traits of our personality are formed
during our school days.
“School is a temple of learning”. “School is our second home”. Most of us might have heard these quotes. But only some of us
have really gone through the feelings of what the above quotes actually mean. I am happy to be in a school that has given me
all I needed to ﬁght a battle of my own in my life.
The name of my school is Edify. It is a red coloured two-storey building. It is well ventilated and spacious. There are many
classrooms on each ﬂoor. We have a computer lab. A huge library that has so many books that it will be very hard to count the
number of books there. I can call our library a hall of knowledge. We have three laboratories: physics lab, biology lab and a
chemistry lab. These laboratories give us the opportunities to invent and give our ideas a way to travel (giving birth to many
young scientists). We also have a very large playground. It has a circular 200m track, a long jump and high jump pit, short put
ﬁeld, football ﬁeld, volleyball court; throw ball court, synthetic tennis court, skating rink and a rectangular swimming pool. A
coach specialised in the respective games to teach us. What more could we as students ask for when our school is providing
such a scope for us to learn, nurture and ﬁnd hidden talents within us. We also have the opportunity to learn vocal music,
instrumental music, classical dance, western dance, chess, yoga and art and craft.
Our school has also been conducting different competitions and tournaments. There have been many inter house
competitions as well as many interschool competitions that our school has participated in. Many of the students in the school
have been awarded for their excellence in various activities. They have earned recognitions and set up new records. Many
Olympiads are also frequently conducted such as the National astronomical Olympiad, Teri green Olympiad and other
mathematics and science oriented Olympiads that ignite our minds in search of knowledge.
The faculty of the school including the teaching staff, non-teaching staff and the management have a very good rapport with
the students. The teachers of our school are just like our parents. They teach us between the wrong and the right. They are
working very hard to enable us to make our future. Having them as our teachers make us feel really very proud.
Our director sir Mr.Praneeth is an able and dynamic man who supervises all our activities and our progress. He gives a lot of
emphasis on character formation, moral education and acquiring good values of life.
He is a man full of values and principles.
Of course, the school would not be complete without an experienced and excellent principal for the school. We have a new
Principal named Mrs.Satyalakshmi. She has developed the school greatly. Her presence has become essential in school.
Under their leadership and guidance, we are bound to grow to greater heights.
I feel that I am studying in the best school on earth. The feeling of having my school as a second home and the teachers as my
parents has really been a pleasant atmosphere for me to learn. I know that whatever I am and whatever I will become is only
due to the hard work and sincere efforts of the teachers. Frankly, I do not know how it is going to be leaving such a wonderful
place. I am in 10th class and leaving this school would be one of the saddest moment of my life. It would be a very tough task to
depart from the EDIFY FAMILY. As I glance back at the edify school years, my heart swells up with gratitude and thanks giving
for the two wonderful years that I spent in the school.
THIS IS THE BEST SCHOOL ON EARTH!!!!!!

A.Nishitha
Grade X Mavericks
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MY TRIP
I was very happy! I was going to my favorite city neither for a holiday nor on a family trip. Can you guess what? I was
going for the Edilit competitions in Bangalore with my teachers and friends. After 5 days of rigorous learning, the ﬁnal day
arrived! I was too excited to study anymore that day and packed my dresses. My dad bought a whole lot of biscuits, chocolates
and snacks for me which I made sure to share with my friends on the trip.
We boarded the bus at 11:00 Pm .After receiving a lot of best wishes and exchanging a lot of kisses, we said goodbye
to our anxious parents. As the bus started, we switched off the lights and we went to sleep. When we woke up, we were in
Bangalore! As we entered our hotel, we were amazed and surprised to see clocks showing the time in different countries.
Our teachers allotted us different rooms and we all brushed and bathed, had our breakfast and got ready to board
another bus to the Edify school, Bangalore where the competitions were being held. We had to travel on a busy, long road.
When we reached there, they provided us with some tasty snacks and then began the competition.
They conducted spell Bee, Picture composition, Calligraphy and Recitation . Since the topics were given on the spot,
the competitions were both challenging and educative.
After returning from the school, we had lots of fun as we played games, sang songs, danced and watched T.V. That
evening, even my grandmother and uncle came to see me and we spent some time together.
Next day, as the competitions ended, we waited eagerly for the results. It was a memorable moment for me when I got
nd
2 place in Spell Bee and 3rd place in Picture Composition .My friends also won prizes in different aspects. We all screamed with
joy when our school, Edify Tirupathi came ﬁrst and won the Best school Award.
After we came back to our hotel, our teachers took all of us to a food point for a wonderful treat, where we hogged on
some delicious food and tasty ice-creams. We boarded the bus that night to Tirupathi and reached home by morning.
I had a great time with my teachers and friends in my favorite city and so this trip will always be a very special and a
memorable one for me.

Vasupradha.S,
Grade IV Mavericks

My Mother
My mother is an angel, a kind and gentle woman. She takes care of me. She gets up very
early and sleeps late every day. My mother often says to me 'work while you work, play
while you play'. If you do not work you will be lazy and of no use to the society. She
helps me in my homework and my studies. I thank my mom for all the things she has
done for me till now. She is my treasure and my soul. She is really the best mom in the
world. I thank god for blessing me with such an angle mom.

Joel Raj
Grade II Mavericks

GENETICS
Genetics is the study of genes
Scientists work on it in teams
Chemical blueprints are DNA
Copy of that is called RNA
Gene is a unit of inheritance
So a child looks like his parents
Food is genetically modiﬁed
They are also classiﬁed

Cloning is creating a copy
of one living body
It can also be done to greens
Genetics is the study of genes

By: Sameera I
Grade IX Mavericks
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CAN WE ABOLISH CHILD LABOUR ?
Child labour is a big issue in our country as well as abroad which everyone must be aware of. Childhood is the great
and happiest period of the lives of everyone during which one learns about the basic strategy of the life from parents, loved
ones and nature but Child labour is the service by the children in their childhood in any ﬁeld of work . Enjoying the childhood is
birth rights for our children.
Child labour has become a biggest social issue in India which needs to be abolished by us a responsible citizen of
India. It is not the responsibility of the government only, it should be solved and taken care by all the parents, owners and other
social organizations.
In our country child labour has become very common because our country has high level of poverty and poor
schooling opportunities for children (especially in rural areas). Child labour is corrupting the lives of many precious children
every day. It is the high level of illegal act in all over the world. But we are not taking it as a serious issue and we just think about
ourselves. The society which we live is unable to recognize what is wrong and illegal for them instead they become happy
getting the small money for their work. They ruin by corrupting children's lives and making children also corrupted. They are
vanishing the memorable childhood life of the children. They are ruining the entire future of the children. Various laws and
regulations has been implemented on this but ……………….?
According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), there is an age limit applied to the children that children up
to age ﬁfteen will not work at any circumstances. Child labour is the common practice in India as well as other developing
countries in a small scale industry, domestic aid, restaurant service, stone breaking, shopkeeper's assistant, every house-hold
industry, book binding, etc.
The 1998 national census of India estimated the total number of child labour, aged 4-15, to be at 12.6 million, out of a
total child population of 253 million in 5 – 14 age group. A 2009 – 2010 nationwide survey found child labour prevalence had
reduced to 4.98 million children (or less than 2 % of children 5 – 14 age group) The 201 national census of India found the total
number of child labour, aged 5-14 , to be at 4.35 million , and the total child population to be 259.64 million in that age group.
The child labour problem is not unique to India; worldwide, about 217 million children work, many full-time.
UNICEF estimates that India with its larger population, has the highest number of labourers in the world under 14 years of age.
Article 24 of India's constitution prohibits hazardous child labour. Additionally , various laws and the Indian Penal
Code, such as the Juvenile Justice (care and protection) of Children Act – 2000, and the Child Labour (Prohibition and
Abolition) Act – 1986 provide a basis in law to identify, prosecute and stop child labour in India but we neglect it.
In my view, it is not only the fault of parents or any adults who are sending children to the work. The major problem
arises with our country. India faces major shortages of schools, classrooms and teachers particularly in rural areas where 90
percent of child labour problem is observed. About 1 in 5 primary schools have just one teacher to teach students across all
grades.
If we keep about education aside, mostly children are working in hazardous factories. They get affected by many
diseases, sometimes, which may lead to death.
I had written this article not only to know about the child labourism in India, but to abolish this in our country. Not only
India, many countries are facing these sorts of problems where India stands 1st among all countries. I end my article by stating,
“Don't ask children to take Tool instead send them to School”

Let's Think !!
Let's grow more trees,
It requires no fees!
Little amount of H2o
To save them let's go!
Let's go for fruit and ﬂowers
Say “No” to plastic covers
No cutting of trees
As they give cool breeze
Deforestation to afforestation
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Written by: Laasya J
Grade VII 'M'

Can be tomorrow's fashion
Let's go against pollution
Let's save our nation!
It is our mother Earth,
Which gave us birth.
Growing from a seed,
Are we giving the trees their need?
We do many things for fashion
Do we do anything to develop our Nation?
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S. Abhishikta
VIII / Stalwarts
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CHANGE INDIA

We the young Ediﬁers of Edify School have created a website to motivate the people of India. This motivation is by Our Telugu
sir. This is the website which we have created for not only reducing the corruption but it is also to reduce the pollution and
many other aspects in India. This website is created by four of us from 8th grade. We have many dreams to change and
motivate the people of India. Our dreams are as follows.
Ÿ To stop corruption
Ÿ To help every person of India
Ÿ To stop child labor
Ÿ To reduce the pollution
Ÿ To develop India
This is not for our publicity this is for our bright India.
We have many hopes that the people of India will motivate and India will be developed.
Greatness of India:
India is a county which has secularism, the G-mail is the key component of many things in the world created by 14 year old
Indian. The digit “0” which is mostly useful for technology is discovered by the Indian scientist Aryabatta. Without “0” there is
no electronic gadget. There are many Indian scientists working in NASA and other countries. If our Indian scientists are
working in India, then India will be ﬁrst in Aerospace. There are Many Indians ﬂying to other countries for the sake of more
money. If all these people work in India, then India will surely be developed as fast as it can like our Microsoft C.E.O Sathya
Nadella who is from India.
Mera Bharath Mahan
Please log on to our website and blog spot (India should be reformed.Blogspot.com), (India should be reformed. Simple site.
Com)
Written and Created by:

V.Tejus, P. Sai Guru Rishith
R.Monesh, P.Shasanth Reddy

DON'T QUIT UNTIL YOU GET IT
When things go wrong, as they sometime will,
When the road you're trudging seems, all uphill
When the funds are low and debts are high
And you want to smile, but you have the sigh
When care is pressing you down a bit
Rest, if you must, but don't you quit,
Life is queer with its twists and turns
As every one of us sometimes learns and many a failure
turns about.
When he might have won had he stuck it out
Don't give up, though the pave seems slow
You might succeed with another below.

Often the goal is nearer than
it seems to a faint and faltering man,
Often the struggles have given up
When he might have captured the victor's cup.
And he learned too late, when the night slipped down
How close he was to the golden crow,
Success is failure, turned inside out.
So stick to the ﬁght when you're hardest hit
it's when things seem worst that you mustn't quit.

By
R.Lokesh
Grade – X ( Head boy)

A Letter On Owe A Debt of Gratitude
Oh my dear God I am Sree Gowrish here with my life report. I just believe that when the best things are going wrong you will be
always be there to make me strong. I know you have sent me here with a reason. After coming to this beautiful world I have
met a lot of people. Each and every person is different here. Your creation is awesome and I always want to thank you for
giving three things in my life.
My Family: - I feel like I have been blessed with great parents and with abundant opportunities which helps me to grow up.
My School: - this is the place from where I have seen the world. Here the people are so kind. They always help me a lot. My
school is a school of thought. It gives good morals and good education. So please take care of my school.
For this life: - ﬁnally I want to thank you for giving me this life. I know that I have to ﬁght few bad days to earn some of the best
days of my life and I will ﬁght till the end because this is my life. I will forever manage to stand on my ground and will not turn
back because I know it's only me who have to carry forward the struggle and be successful. Once again I really thank you for
giving me this beautiful life.

By: C. Sree Gowrish Reddy

Grade – III Mavericks
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F IELD TRIPS
School ﬁeld trips give students more opportunities for “hands-on learning.” For example, instead
of just reading about milking cows, students who visit a dairy farm can observe cows being milked,
and possibly even get to try it themselves. When students go on ﬁeld trips, they are taught by more
people than their regular teachers. They are brought out into the community to interact with
experts in their ﬁelds. Visiting a ﬁrehouse, riding on a ﬁre truck and speaking to a real ﬁre ﬁghter
are inspiring experiences that cannot be experienced in the conﬁnes of the classroom. The things
children see and experience on ﬁeld trips can increase their motivation for learning. Being out and
about in the community and seeing how adults are using their education inspires students to
persevere. Field trips result in greater appreciation and respect for the institution that was visited.
Greater understanding builds interest and care.
Grade I Field Trip to Fire Station

Grade I Field Trip to Temple, Mosque and Church

Grade II Field Trip to Chandragiri Fort
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F
A IELD TRIPS
Grade II Field Trip to Construction site

Grade II Field Trip to Pot making and brick industry

Grade III Field Trip to Navajeevan

Grade III Field Trip to Red FM
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F IELD TRIPS
Grade IV Field Trip to Zoo

Grade V Field Trip to Regional Science Centre

Grade V Field Trip to Sevagram

Grade X Field Trip to Coca Cola Factory
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I K’S Corner
Signiﬁcance of color day in kindergarten
What would our world be without color? Just think—there would no more blue skies, blue
blueberries, or blue bluebirds. There would be no more green trees or green grass. And what about
colors of sunrises and sunsets? And of all the ﬂowers? And . . . Well, luckily, we don't have to worry
about that, but it's nice to think about the importance of color in our lives.
Kids do not learn their colors from the air. They are exposed to colors and learn them from
their parents and teachers. Home is a wonderful place to teach kids colors. The earlier your kids
know their colors, the more connections they have in their brain and the more advanced they will
be. Here in Edify School the colour days are observed with great enthusiasm. The children
associate different objects with colour and involve in different activities like sorting, making a
collage, cut and paste, drawing, colouring and so on……which really enhance the development of
ﬁne motor skills and imagination skills.

Black and white Day

Blue Day

Green Day
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I K’S Corner
Orange Color Day

Pink Color Day

Rainbow Color Day

Red Color Day
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I K’S Corner
OrangeColor
Yellow
ColorDay
Day

Field Trip to Sevagram
Goshala

Field Trip
Animal
week
to Temple Church Mosque

Field Trip
Fancy
dress
to Zoo
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K indergarten Graduation Ceremony
IK - III Tulips

IK - III Orchids

IK - III Daffodils
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G rade Wise Group Photos
IK I Orchids

IK II Orchids

IK II Tulips
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G rade Wise Group Photos
IK III Tulips

IK III Orchids

IK III Daffodils
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade I Mavericks

Grade I Stalwarts

Grade I Titans
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade I Pioneers

Grade II Mavericks

Grade II Stalwarts
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade II Titans

Grade III Mavericks

Grade III Stalwarts
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade III Titans

Grade IV Mavericks

Grade IV Stalwarts
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade IV Titans

Grade V Mavericks

Grade V Stalwarts
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade V Titans

Grade VI Mavericks

Grade VI Stalwarts
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade VII Mavericks

Grade VII Stalwarts

Grade VIII Mavericks
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G rade Wise Group Photos
Grade VIII Stalwarts

Grade IX Mavericks

Grade X Mavericks
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I ntergrated Infrastructure
A vast expanse of 9 acres provides a perfect ambience for an aesthetically chartered school
building. The lung space, the open lawns are marked with a colourful bonanza of fresh ﬂoral
bounty.
An awe inspiring Wi-Fi enabled infrastructure comprising of 35 well ventilated classrooms,
science laboratories and libraries where books span time, space, culture and genre. To aid the
process of learning we have a sound proof auditorium, a sports ﬁeld to facilitate physical ﬁtness
and indoor games, a discovery room to enhance the scientiﬁc temperament and an art gallery to
showcase the creative ﬂair of the students.
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I ntergrated Infrastructure
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P
SRI PADMAVATHI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
• Sri Padmavathi School of Nursing
• Sri Padmavathi School of Pharmacy
• Sri Padmavathi College of Education
• Sri Padmavathi College of Technology & Management
• EDIFY School

P
SRI PADMAVATHI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Mohan Gardens, Vaishnavi Nagar, Tiruchanoor, Tirupati, Ph : 0877 - 3242324,
Mob: 9505908888 Fax : 0877 - 2244471
E-mail : hr@edifyschooltirupati.com, Website : www.edifyschooltirupati.com

